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Profiles for stair nosing

When finishing a staircase with ceramic or other flooring 

materials it is important to consider two important factors: 

safety and appearance. By using the proper profile both these 

requirements can be satisfied.

Profiles with anti-slip insert rubber strips or tread grooves 

provide a higher safety feature. The use of a stair nosing allows 

the choice of a wide range of floor coverings. Many ceramic 

tiles, for example, do not have special edging profiles available 

for use on stairs.

PROFILITEC® proposes a wide range of technical stairnosings, 

suitable for all kinds of floor coverings and perfectly meeting 

with the European safety standards currently in force: ideal 

then for renovations and updating works of public buildings. 

The profile offers a long lasting protection and better defines 

the step and ensures resistance to wear and tear over time.
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stair ecTM

 FSF

30

H

stair nosing tiled steps

Ceramic tile laying jobs may sometimes be quite delicate with problems 

which differ from standard applications such as linear wall tiling. Stairs, for 

instance, to be covered with the same tiles as the floor may require non 

standard spacing to match different heights from step to connecting floor 

for example.

The STAIRTEC product range is conceived to face these adjustment 

problems by featuring valid and lasting technical solutions.

STAIRTEC FSF-A* Aluminium + Synthetic insert width 30 mm

Base profile in aluminium with an anti-slip synthetic insert strip already mounted 

which can be replaced in case of damage or wear. 

End caps FST available for each height 8 /10 / 12,5 mm.

This is the section for H 8 and 10 mm. For H 12,5 mm the section is different 

H=mm Art. Insert Colours

Material: 
Extruded Natural aluminium

 8 FSF 80 A* 23/32/51

10 FSF 100 A* 23/32/51

Synthetic Insert
12,5 FSF 125 A* 23/32/51

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 30 mm

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32), 
Black (51)

Material: 
PVC

 8 FST 80 P* 23/32/51

10 FST 100 P* 23/32/51

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32), 
Black (51)

12,5 FST 125 P* 23/32/51

The product FSF is certified R10.

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 FSL

90°

÷7
0°

55

55

H

stair nosing

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 50 FSA 50 AS -

Length: 2,70 metres

Height: 50 mm

Finish: Silver (AS)

tiled steps

STAIRTEC series proposes technical effective, practical and long-lasting 

solutions for the stairnosing finishes, according to the most recent UE 

safety standards which provide proper anti-slip elements.

“Riser cover” device , patented system.

 FSL “riser cover” device is a patented system.

STAIRTEC FSL-A*Aluminium + Synthetic insert width 55 mm

Base profile in aluminium with an anti-slip synthetic insert strip already mounted 

which can be replaced in case of damage or wear.

End caps FSLT available for each height 8 / 10 / 12,5 mm.

Spare insert, code FSLI 55 P*.

STAIRTEC FSA 50 AS Anodised Aluminium Silver

Optional riser in anodised aluminium for use with stair edging base profile FSL, 

to allow improved step edge visibility or partially covering the riser, in line with 

the most recent accessibility standards.

STAIRTEC FSLT End caps

End caps to complete the profile in a proper and neat way.

H=mm Art. Insert colours

Material: 
Extruded Natural aluminium

 8 FSL 80 A* 23/32/51

10 FSL 100 A* 23/32/51

Synthetic Insert
12,5 FSL 125 A* 23/32/51

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 55 mm

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32),
Black (51)

Material: 
Polypropylene

 8 FSLT 80 P* 23/32/51

10 FSLT 100 P* 23/32/51

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32), 
Black (51)

12,5 FSLT 125 P* 23/32/51
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stair ecTM

 FS
TR

30

H

stair nosing tiled steps

STAIRTEC FS is a patented product with the “Clip System”.

Ceramic tile laying jobs may sometimes be quite delicate with problems 

which differ from standard applications such as linear wall tiling. Stairs, 

for instance, to be covered with the same tiles as the floor may require 

non standard spacing to match different heights from step to connecting 

floor for example. The STAIRTEC product range is conceived to face these 

adjustment problems by featuring valid and lasting technical solutions.

STAIRTEC FS 30 A* Aluminium+ Synthetic insert

“Clip System” patented.

The system combines an aluminium base section- equipped with an anti-slip 

insert- with a profile TRIMTEC chosen with the desired height-which works as 

a fixing flange. The system works even with the off-cuts of TR seriess with a 

consequent economical advantage. 

To choose the correct height of trim to be used, subtract 2 mm from the tile 

thickness you need to match with.

Example:  for 10 mm tiles, insert TRIMTEC H = 8 mm into the basic module 

STAIRTEC FS, as STAIRTEC FS will increase the overall height of the assembled 

section by 2 mm. The required 10 mm thickness is then achieved. The synthetic 

resin insert can be replaced in case of damage or wear and tear. 

CHARACTERISTICS

Base profile in aluminium, with an anti-slip synthetic insert strip for pre inserted 

in base. TRIMTEC flange profile is not included as it is to be ordered separately 

based upon the desired height to match the tile (Tile H reduced by 2 mm). 

Available endplugs FST height 8/ 10/ 12,5 mm.

B=mm Art. Insert colours

Material: 
Extruded Natural aluminium

30 FS 30 A* 23/32/51

Synthetic Insert

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 30 mm

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32), 
Black (51)

H=mm Art.

   4,5 TR 45 AN

 6 TR 60 AN

 8 TR 80 AN

10 TR 100 AN

12,5 TR 125 AN

15 TR 150 AN

17,5 TR 175 AN

20 TR 200 AN

Material: 
PVC

 8 FST 80 P* 23/32/51

10 FST 100 P* 23/32/51

Colours*: Grey (23), Beige (32), 
Black (51)

12,5 FST 125 P* 23/32/51

The product FS is certified R10.

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 FI

27

H

(FI 100*)

stair nosingstainless steel for ceramic tiles

STAIRTEC FI is a technical profile especially designed to edge ceramic or 

porcelain stoneware tile steps. It is highly resistant and is an economic 

solution to the “special ceramic edge piece”. Although made of steel it can 

still give a pleasant look to the staircase, especially in public or commercial 

areas. STAIRTEC FI can handle intense pedestrian transit and maintains its 

safety feature thanks to the carborundum anti-slip strips on its surface.

STAIRTEC FI-IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Stainless steel profile, AISI 304 standard, ensures good tolerance to corrosion 

recommended for laboratories, food processing plants, commercial kitchens, 

slaughter houses, breweries and public toilets. 

The anti-slip insert is supplied separately as it needs to be applied on the FI 

profile already installed, on a clean and dry surface.

19 mm insert available in black (C51) or photoluminescent (CF).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless steel AISI 304

 8 FI 80 IL

10 FI 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 FI 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres

mm x m Art.

Anti-slip strip black  19x18,3 SWH 19 C51

Anti-slip strip fotoluminescente  19x18,3 SWH 19 CF

The product SWH is certified R13 (Anti-slip insert).

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 FW

46

H

16

(FW 100*)

stair nosing wood for ceramic tiles

STAIRTEC FW is a stair nosing in natural solid wood, with a supporting 

angular structure in perforated aluminium to improve its fixing and 

stability. Its simple shape and size make it a finish suitable for all kind of 

environments, either modern or traditional. Ideal for step applications in 

domestic areas, it performs well also to contour tiled kitchen tops.

STAIRTEC FW-RON Oak natural finish

Profile in natural solid wood with support in perforated aluminium for gluing 

and reinforcing.

The profile is supplied pre-assembled. Prior to installation the wood element 

should be treated with a suitable coating or protective oil to achieve the required 

colour.

 

H=mm Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded Natural aluminium
Natural Oak (RON)

10 FW 100 RON Oak

12,5 FW 125 RON Oak

15 FW 150 RON Oak

Length: 2,70 metres
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stair ecTM

 SR

H

H

H1H1

3

(SR 8/15*)

stair nosingmetal for ceramic tiles

STAIRTEC SR is a linear profile, which works very well as stair nosing for 

steps and finishing trim for all exposed corners, thanks to its quick and 

practical application covering perfectly well the tile gap over the step while 

protecting the edge. The SR trim has an extended vertical edge which serves 

to better cover and protect the joining surfaces or paint finishing, avoiding 

future fissuring.

Its particular section design makes it suitable to match  two different floor 

thicknesses for example 10 and 12,5 mm with the same reversible profile. 

Vertical anchorage with dovetail internal cavity groove. Patented system.

H/H1=mm Art.

Material: Brass
 8/15 SR 8/15 ON/OL

10/12,5 SR 10/12,5 ON/OL

Finish:Natural (ON), Polished (OL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Improved anchoring on the vertical 
side

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 8/15 SR 8/15 AS

10/12,5 SR 10/12,5 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

Improved anchoring on the vertical 
side

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8/15 SR 8/15 IL/IS

10/12,5 SR 10/12,5 IL/IS

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)

Length: 2,70 metres

TRIMTEC SR-O* Brass

The particular straight edge cut profile guarantees protection of  vulnerable 

edges of ceramic stairs. Brass suffers from continuous exposure to humidity 

leading to oxidation of the surface – a normal polish buffing will bring the 

product back to its original shine.

TRIMTEC SR-AS Extruded anodized aluminium- silver 

This  profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

TRIMTEC SR-I* Stainless Steel  AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

corrosion found in laboratories or strong detergents present in food processing 

plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, hospitals, public 

toilets etc.

Available in polished (IL) or brushed (IS) version.

CURVELINE

TRIMTEC SR seriess are also available with a special cut flange so they become 

formable for curved edges and inlays. To order: add the letter D to the product 

code – for further details see page 47.

Aluminium and Brass sectionAluminium section
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stair ecTM

 FL

H

7,8

(FL 80*)

stair nosing decorative for ceramic tiles

STAIRTEC FL is a technical rounded off stair nosing profile with particular 

decorative design which helps create a very distinctive  feature edge finish 

to the stair case. The vertical edge trim helps cover cutting imperfections 

as well to blend into other possible future covering material of the stairs. It 

truly looks like a “special piece” edge finish yet it is solid and long lasting. 

Its top grooved surface gives the stair the sufficient safety feature. This 

profile is suitable for both domestic and commercial environments.

STAIRTEC FL-O* Extruded Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order 

to guarantee the tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical 

solicitations. It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can 

bear intense transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. 

Through contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on 

exposed surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with 

a conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

STAIRTEC FL-AS Extruded Anodized Aluminium Silver 

This  profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact 

and abrasion. During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed 

immediately to avoid stains.

STAIRTEC FLR-IL Stainless Steel AISI 304

Stainless steel profile. Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Excellent 

resistance to corrosion, so it is ideal in the food, chemical and hospital areas 

and public toilets.

Note: Stainless steel version has a 
slightly different section

H=mm Art.

Material: Extruded brass
 8 FL 80 ON/OL

10 FL 100 ON/OL

Finish: Natural (ON), Polished (OL)
12,5 FL 125 ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 8 FL 80 AS

10 FL 100 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
12,5 FL 125 AS

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

10 FLR 100 IL

12,5 FLR 125 IL

Finish: Polish (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres
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stair ecTM

 FL

H

7,8

(FL 100*)

stair nosingdecorative st.steel for ceramic

STAIRTEC FL is a technical stair nosing profile with particular decorative 

design which helps creating a very distinctive feature edge finish to the stair 

case. The vertical edge trim helps cover cutting imperfections as well to 

blend into other possible future covering material of the stairs. It truly looks 

like a “special piece” edge finish yet it is solid and long lasting. This profile 

is suitable for both domestic and commercial environments.

STAIRTEC FL-IL Polished Stainless Steel  AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301

Stainless steel profile. It ensures very good tolerance to corrosion. Suitable also 

to contour kitchen tops and shower cubicles.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 FL 80 IL

10 FL 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 FL 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres
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H
H

(RJ 80I* - RJ 100O*)

stair nosing tiled steps

Profiles in Stainless Steel and Brass with a round section which can be used 

also as joining edges to the steps of the staircase. Ideal to contour the tiled 

steps, they perfectly protect the corner edge. Conceived for most domestic 

and commercial stair coverings purposes. End caps and special pieces 

available for a perfect job.

RoundJolly RJ-IL Stainless Steel  AISI 304 DIN 1.4301 / AISI 316 DIN 1.4401

Stainless steel ensures excellent resistance to corrosion, so it is ideal in the 

food, chemical and hospital areas.

The choice of AISI 316 as standard is suggested for

marine environments and in case of exposition to harsher chemical

agents.

Round End caps RJC/I

RJC: External end caps

RJI: Internal end caps

ROUNDTEC RD-ON Extruded brass 

Due to the natural properties of brass, it ensures a high tolerance to  mechanical 

impacts and in areas subject to chemical presence. It still contributes to maintain 

an elegant finish to the coverings applied. 

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless Steel  AISI 304
Stainless Steel  AISI 316 (ILM)

  4,5 RJ 45 IL/IS

 6 RJ 60 IL/IS/ILM

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 8 RJ 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

10 RJ 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
12,5 RJ 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 RJ 150 IL/IS

 “ultra-thin”line

H=mm End caps

Material: Stainless Steel  AISI 304
Stainless Steel  AISI 316 (ILM)

  4,5 RJC/I 45 IL/IS

 6 RJC/I 60 IL/IS/ILM

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 8 RJC/I 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

10 RJC/I 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

12,5 RJC/I 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 RJC 150 IL/IS

Material: 
Extruded brass

 8 RD 80 ON/OL

10 RD 100 ON/OL

Finish:Natural (ON), Polished (OL)
12,5 RD 125 ON/OL

15 RD 150 ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres

Brass sectionStainless steel sectionseries RJ - RD
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squarejolly SJ

H

(SJ 100I*)

stair nosingsquare edge for tiles

Squared section profiles in stainless steel for the protection and finishing 

of the tiled steps edge from bumps and mechanical impacts. Minimal and 

modern design. Ideal for domestic and commercial environments. 

The particular design of SJ profile by Profilitec S.p.a, with the 2 vertical 

sides directly in touch with the adjacent surface make them suitable also to 

be used for walking steps and avoid the profile bending.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-IL Stainless Steel  AISI 304 DIN 1.4301 / AISI 316 DIN 1.4401

Stainless steel ensures excellent resistance to most chemicals agents, so it is 

ideal in the food, chemical and hospital areas.

The choice of AISI 316 as standard is suggested for

marine environments and in case of exposition to harsher chemical

agents.

SQUARECAPSULE SJC-IL Stainless Steel  

Stainless steel end-caps. 

H=mm Art.

Material: Stainless Steel  AISI 304
Stainless Steel  AISI 316 (ILM)

 6 SJ 60 IL/IS

 8 SJ 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Finish:Polished (IS), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 10 SJ 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

12,5 SJ 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
15 SJ 150 IL/IS/ILM

H=mm End caps

Material: Stainless Steel  AISI 304
Stainless Steel  AISI 316 (ILM)

 6 SJC 60 IL/IS

 8 SJC 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Finish:Polished (IS), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

 10 SJC 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

12,5 SJC 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 SJC 150 IL/IS/ILM
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4,5 4,5 4,4

5,1

stair nosing ultra-thin tiles

Technical and design profiles for finishing stairs using ultra thin tiles. 

Completing and protecting the steps from mechanical impact. With the 

ROUNDJOLLY® one can achieve a round, safety approved and symmetrical 

finish. SQUAREJOLLY SJM gives a square finish. Ideal for residential and 

commercial applications.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ 45 AS Extruded Anodised Aluminium Silver

A silver coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ 45 I* Stainless Steel  AISI 304 DIN 1.4301

Stainless steel can ensure a high tolerance against most diluted chemical 

products therefore it is ideal for food industry environments, hospitals and 

laboratories.

Available in polished (IL) or brushed (IS) version.

MOSAICTEC SJM 44 AS Extruded Anodised Aluminium Silver

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. 

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,5 RJ 45 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin”line

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

  4,5 RJ 45 IL

  4,5 RJ 45 IS

Finish: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin”line

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 4,4 SJM 44 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin”line

series RJ - SJM RJ 45 AS RJ 45 IL SJM 44 AS
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stair ecTM

 FO
4,5

H

20

20

(FO 45* - FO 100*)

stair nosingtechnical nosing for wood/ceramic

STAIRTEC FO is a technical yet elegant stair edging profile suitable for 

ceramic or wood laying coverings. It is made of solid brass, easy to apply. It 

is a valid substitute for the “special piece” ceramic nosing which is far more 

expensive and more subject to breakage. The STAIRTEC FO enhances the 

step edge’s elegance with most types of tiles and its top grooved surface 

gives the stair the sufficient safety feature. This profile is suitable for both 

domestic and commercial environments. 

Vertical dovetail anchorage. Patented system.

STAIRTEC FO-AS Silver Extruded Anodised Aluminium 

This  profile has an approx. 20 micron silver coating and is suitable for both 

indoor or outdoor application with high tolerance to weather agents but less 

to mechanical impact. During installation excess adhesive and grout should be 

removed immediately to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour 

or darken in time. Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles 

is recommended.

STAIRTEC FO-O* Extruded Brass 

Thanks to the natural properties of brass, it ensures a high tolerance to  

mechanical impact and in areas subject to chemical presence. It still contributes 

to maintain an elegant finish to the coverings applied. Through contact with 

moisture or chemicals brass may oxidize on the exposed surface but the problem 

is easy to solve by just buffing the profile with a conventional polishing product.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  4,5 FO 45 AS

 8 FO 80 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
10 FO 100 AS

12,5 FO 125 AS

Length: 2,70 metres

Improved anchoring on the vertical 
side

 “ultra-thin”line

Material: 
Extruded Brass 

10 FO 100 ON/OL

12,5 FO 125 ON/OL

Finish: Natural (ON), Polished (OL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

10 FO 100 IL

12,5 FO 125 IL

Finish: Polish (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Note: Stainless steel version has a slightly 
different section

STAIRTEC FO-IL* Stainless Steel  

Stainless steel profile. Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Excellent 

resistance to corrosion, so it is ideal in the food, chemical and hospital areas 

and public toilets.
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stair ecTM

 SWP

25

7

8

5

stair nosing pacer circular elem. in st.steel

Stairtec SWP is a particular button of the series SWR. Made in stainless 

steel with a visible protruding part of 5 mm conceived to make obstacles 

more visible. It is usable in staircases as well as in walkways or dedicated 

wards.

Installation and assembly can be made in the workshop or directly at the 

site, by providing a simple hole with a recommended interaxis of 70 mm.

Applied to wood, the hole only need to have a diameter of 6,5 mm, then 

the SWR element can be hammered in. On stairways in marble, stone or 

ceramic, it is preferable to drill a hole measuring 7 mm and fasten the profile 

with suitable supporting glue. The grooves will also facilitate the mechanical 

grip with the part in stainless steel.

STAIRTEC SWP 25 IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 303 DIN 1.4305

This stainless steel element is AISI 303 standard which ensures high tolerance 

to most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

hospitals, public toilets etc.

High mechanical resistance.

B=mm Art.

Materiale: 
Stainless Steel AISI 303

25 SWP 25 IL

Diameter: 25 mm

The series SWR is certified R11.

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 SWR

25

7

9,75

1,6

stair nosingcircular anti-slip elem. in st.steel

STAIRTEC SWR non-slip elements with their modern, sophisticated design 

are an innovative solution to characterize stairways and satisfy safety 

requisites in an alternative way, rather than using linear profiles.

STAIRTEC SWR consists of a narrow button in stainless steel with rounded 

visible part suitably grooved, that serves to customize stairways in wood or 

marble with innovative, sophisticated design.

Installation and assembly can be made in the workshop or directly at the 

site, by providing a simple hole with a recommended interaxis of 70 mm.

Applied to wood, the hole only need to have a diameter of 6,5 mm, then 

the SWR element can be hammered in. On stairways in marble, stone or 

ceramic, it is preferable to drill a hole measuring 7 mm and fasten the profile 

with suitable supporting glue. The grooves will also facilitate the mechanical 

grip with the part in stainless steel.

STAIRTEC SWR 25 IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 303-DIN 1.4305

Accessorio in Polished Stainless Steel AISI 303, assicura una buona resistenza ai 

principali prodotti chimici diluiti e ai più comuni detergenti utilizzati in processi 

alimentari, cucine industriali, macelli, ospedali, toilettes pubbliche.

L’elemento in acciaio inox offre un’elevata resistenza meccanica.

B=mm Art.

Materiale: 
Stainless Steel AISI 303

25 SWR 25 IL

Diameter: 25 mm

The seriess SWR is certified R11.

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 SW

10

3,6

8

1,6

stair nosing aluminium anti-slip

STAIRTEC SW 10 AS is an innovative non-slip profile made of anodised 

aluminium coloured silver, an excellent, long-lasting alternative to common 

self adhesive carborundum strips.

The reduced “T”-shaped cross-section, with its grooved surface, makes it 

ideal as an integrated non-slip finish for marble or wooden stairs, creating 

refined aesthetic effects. It is preferable to cut the slots and install the profile 

prior to installing the steps .

Insallation instructions:

1.     Cut slots measuring 3.5 mm in wood and 4 mm in marble.

2.    Make sure the depth of the cuts is at least 9 mm.

3.    Fit the STAIRTEC SW 10 AS profile so that it is flush with the step.

4.    Simply fitting it in wood stairs will be sufficient; on marble or stone 

steps use the corroborating glue.

STAIRTEC SW 10 AS Extruded Anodised Aluminium Silver

Anodised aluminium profile with a silver coating. It is suitable for both

outdoor and/or indoor applications with good tolerance to oxidation.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

8 SW 10 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 10 mm
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stair ecTM

 SI

25

40

stair nosingst.steel on existing surfaces

STAIRTEC SI is a product engineered to withstand both mechanical impact 

as well as chemical corrosion and ensures a safety step at the same time, 

thanks to the carborundum anti-slip strip on its surface, which is to apply 

after the laying and to be ordered separately. This profile is ideally applied 

on a pre-laid covering of industrial and/or commercial areas. It is suitable 

for restructuring jobs for compliance with safety norms.

This profile can be either glued or bolted with screws.

STAIRTEC SI 400 IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Stainless steel profile, AISI 304 standard, excellent resistance to corrosion, so it 

is ideal in the food, chemical and hospital areas and public toilets.

Anti-slip strip 25 mm wide not applied to be ordered separately, available in 

black (C51), transparent (C10) e white (C11).

BxH Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

40x25 SI 400 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)

Length: 2,70 metres

mm x m Art.

Anti-slip strip black  25x18,3 SWH 25 C51

Anti-slip strip transparent  25x18,3 SWH 25 C10

Anti-slip strip white  25x18,3 SWH 25 C11

The product SWH is certified R13 (Anti-slip insert).

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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stair ecTM

 AE

H

B

stair nosing ribbed on existing floors

When building a staircase we are often faced with the problem of 

safeguarding the edge of steps which is the most vulnerable area and more 

subject to wear and tear. STAIRTEC edge profile can cover up damage after 

the laying, protect as well as replenish the decorative tone of the staircase 

because it blends well with most covering materials. 

For the application of the profile we recommend the use suitable screws 

and dowels.

STAIRTEC AE-OLN Polished Extruded Brass 

Stair nosing profile to apply to finished floors, anti-slip ribbed top surface 

for safety. To cover and refurbish step edges of staircase. Suitable for intense 

pedestrian transit.

STAIRTEC AE 21 A*N Extruded anodised aluminium

Extruded aluminium stair nosing profile available in three standard colour 

finishes – ideal for steps with limited pedestrian transit. In case of heavier transit 

we recommend the silver tone finish.

Available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze finish (ABN).

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded brass

21x21 AE 21 OLN

30x30 AE 30 OLN

Finish: Polished (OLN)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

21x21 AE 21 ASN

21x21 AE 21 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

21x21 AE 21 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres
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stair ecTM

 SE

33

45

20

42

40

40

stair nosingaluminium safety step

STAIRTEC SE is an aluminium anodised 

profile for stairs with a finish coating to 

apply post laying job. It may be fixed 

either with screws or adhesive glue. It is 

meant to satisfy both indoor and outdoor 

stair nosing situations as it bears high 

tolerance against oxidation. This profile 

is developed with a top grooved surface 

and is also supplied with a chamfered 

edge to better ensure the safety step. 

Available in different sizes either with a 

rounded or blunt corner, it is the ideal 

solution for refurbishing damaged steps 

and to cover possible defects of cutting 

or matching in pre-existing surfaces.

STAIRTEC SE 42 A*N Extruded Anodised Aluminium 

Step edge profile slightly chamfered with detailed top grooved surface. 

For high traffic installations we recommend to prefer the silver finish.

Available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze finish (ABN).

STAIRTEC SE 45 A*N Extruded Anodised Aluminium 

Step edge profile with top surface entirely grooved including chamfered external 

corner. The internal grooves of the vertical flange enhance the glue grip on the 

pre-laid covering.

For high traffic installations we recommend to prefer the silver finish

Available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze finish (ABN).

STAIRTEC SE 40 A*N Extruded Anodised Aluminium 

Symmetric nosing for an elegant and proportioned finish. The grooves on the 

inferior side ensure an excellent anchoring with the adhesive. For high traffic the 

silver finish is recommended. 

Available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze finish (ABN).

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

40x40 SE 40 ASN

40x40 SE 40 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

40x40 SE 40 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

42x22 SE 42 ASN

42x22 SE 42 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

42x22 SE 42 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

45x33 SE 45 ASN

45x33 SE 45 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

45x33 SE 45 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

The product SE is certified R11.

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004).  
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stair ecTM

 SA

28

52

52

65

stair nosing aluminium anti-slip

STAIRTEC SA is a full body aluminium product designed to ensure safety 

steps thanks to the carborundum anti-slip strip on its surface. This profile is 

ideal to apply on a pre-laid covering of industrial and/or commercial areas. 

It is suitable for restructuring jobs for compliance with safety norms.

This profile can be either glued - the grooves on the lower side ensuring a 

perfect anchoring to the adhesive - or bolted with screws, which will be later 

covered by the carborundum strip.

STAIRTEC SA 52 A*N Extruded anodised aluminium

Anodised aluminium profile, silver, gold or bronze tone. It is suitable for both 

outdoor and/or indoor applications with good tolerance to oxidation. 

For high traffic installations we recommend to prefer the silver finish.

Anti-slip strip 19 mm wide not applied to be ordered separately, available in 

black (C 51) or photoluminescent (CF).

STAIRTEC SA 65 ASN Extruded anodized aluminium- silver 

Silver anodised aluminium profile. It is suitable for both outdoor and/or indoor 

applications with good tolerance to oxidation. 

Black anti-slip strip 50 mm wide (C51)

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

52x30 SA 52 ASN

52x30 SA 52 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

52x30 SA 52 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

65x55 SA 65 ASN

Finish: Silver (ASN)

Length: 2,70 metres

mm x m Art.

Anti-slip strip black 19x18,3 SWH 19 C51

Anti-slip strip fotoluminescente  19x18,3 SWH 19 CF

mm x m Art.

Anti-slip strip black  50x18,3 SWH 50 C51

The product SWH is certified R13 (Anti-slip insert).

Anti-slip properties. According to standard DIN 51130 

(06/2004). 
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walk ecTM

 SWH

stair nosinganti-slip self-adhesive

Safety along with long lasting performance Carborundum quality  always 

stands out in accident prevention measures. WALKTEC is a simply, ready to 

apply step safe adhesive strip which sticks to any surface. We recommend 

the double strip application per step in order to ensure a more effective 

safety action. Before the application of the strips, cut round the tips (see 

photo) and use a primer where necessary to ensure a better adhesion to 

the support. The safety strip should be used only on mirror-like surfaces. 

WALKTEC SWH Carborundum Self-adhesive Strip

The carborundum strips are made up of a highly compact plastic tape with 

aggregate granular abrasive polymer for long lasting performance. The 

adhesive bottom is protected by a paper liner.

WALKTEC is tested for abt.1,3 million walk over pedestrian transit.

With high passage its resistance and performances can be sensibly reduced 

over the time.

The product is supplied in rolls 18,3 m long ( except SWHS which is sold in 0,61 

long strips).

IINSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE:

1) Thorougly wipe off any residue, grease or dirt from the surface and 

apply primer if so necessary.

2) Round off the strip ends.

3) Remove the protective paper liner and apply the strip uniformly by 

press-roll.

4) Do not apply strips with temperatures below 15°C unless you have pre-

heated the strips themselves and the support.

5) Regularly brush off impurities from strips so to maintain best grip 

texture.

6) For installation on smooth tiles, create small strips with rounded ends 

and apply them in each tile.

7) Seal the strips along the edges in order to avoid water infiltration under 

the strips with their consequent detachment.

mm x m Art. Colour

Material: Carborundum
19x18,3 SWH 19 CF Fluoresc.

19x18,3 SWH 19 C51 Black

Widths: 19, 25, 50 mm
25x18,3 SWH 25 C51 Black

25x18,3 SWH 25 C10 Transp.

25x18,3 SWH 25 C11 White

50x18,3 SWH 50 C51 Black

19x0,61 SWHS 19 C51 Black

Anti-slip performances, according to DIN 51130 (06/2004) 

standard.
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stair ecTM

 SL

H

25

(SL 20*)

stair nosing

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

25x20 SL 20 ASA ASF

25x20 SL 20 AOA AOF

Finish*: Silver (ASF), Gold (AOF), 
Bronze (ABF)

25x20 SL 20 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
 : 0,90/1,35 metri

on existing surfaces

STAIRTEC SL  is a corner edge aluminium profile adaptable for all stair 

coverings and very suitable for wooden ones. The profile is preferred in the 

domestic environments for it is easy to apply on existing coverings where 

corner edges need to be as refurbished.

STAIRTEC SL 10 A* Extruded Anodised Aluminium

This anodised aluminium profile is supplied in Silver (AS*), Gold (AO*) and 

Bronze (AB*) finish. It is tolerant to oxidation but less resistant to mechanical 

impact. Supplied in the self-adhesive version or with pre drilled holes with 

screws for DIY installation.

STAIRTEC SL 20 A*Extruded Anodised Aluminium

Profiles in anodised aluminium available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze 

finish (ABN). It is tolerant to oxidation but less resistant to mechanical impact. 

Supplied in the self-adhesive version or with pre drilled holes with screws for 

DIY installation.

STAIRTEC SL 20* Extruded Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties.

Good tolerance to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings.

The melamine embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it 

remains quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

BxH Art. Self-ad. Drilled

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

25x10 SL 10 ASA ASF

25x10 SL 10 AOA AOF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), Gold (AO*), 
Bronze (AB*)

25x10 SL 10 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
 : 0,90/1,35 metri

 :Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m

Finish Self-adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

Whitened SL 20 RSA SL 20 RSF

Maple SL 20 ACA SL 20 ACF

Length: 2,70 metres
Beech SL 20 FAA SL 20 FAF

Oak SL 20 ROA SL 20 ROF

Cherry SL 20 CIA SL 20 CIF

Light walnut SL 20 NCA SL 20 NCF

Dark walnut SL 20 NSA SL 20 NSF

Wengé SL 20 WEA SL 20 WEF
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stair ecTM

 SC

2,5

30

28

stair nosingvynil floors

STAIRTEC SC are stair nosing profiles designed for stair coverings in 

resilient material. Just apply the covering material on the rise of the step 

and then fix the profiles. Now the tread of the step can be covered with the 

material so that the finishing work with the profiles ensures the stronghold 

of the resilient material. The vertical tooth of the profiles over the rise of the 

step helps further protect the covering material.

STAIRTEC SC 30 A*N Extruded anodised aluminium

Stair nosing profile for resilient flooring suitable for thicknesses ranging 

between 2 and 3 mm. Fast and lasting stair step finish.

This anodised aluminium profile is supplied in  Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) 

e Bronze (ABN). It is tolerant to oxidation.

H1+H Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

2,5+30 SC 30 ASN

2,5+30 SC 30 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

2,5+30 SC 30 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres
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stair ecTM

 SM

14

42

5

19

stair nosing moquettes

STAIRTEC SM is a stair nosing profile made in aluminium or brass with an 

anti-skid rubber grooved or flat smooth insert. It is truly ideal for protection 

and as a safety measure of stair steps with carpet or rubber covering. The 

profile can be fixed by screws which are placed within the rubber insert 

track so that the screws become invisible.

STAIRTEC SM 14 A*N Extruded anodised aluminium

This anodised aluminium profile is supplied in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) and 

Bronze (ABN) finish. It is tolerant to oxidation.

Anti-slip insert SMI, SML not included ( see next page).

STAIRTEC SM 14 OLN Polished extruded brass

Solid brass profile, guarantees an excellent resistance to mechanical and 

chemical impacts, while conveying a long lasting “classic” finish.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

42x14 SM 14 ASN

42x14 SM 14 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

42x14 SM 14 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded brass

42x14 SM 14 OLN

Finish: Polished (OLN)

Length: 2,70 metres
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stair ecTM

 SM

28

42

28

28

SML

SMI

5

33

stair nosingmoquettes

STAIRTEC SM is a stair nosing profile made in aluminium or brass with an 

anti-skid rubber grooved or flat smooth insert. It is truly ideal for protection 

and as a safety measure of stair steps with carpet or rubber covering. The 

profile can be fixed by screws which are placed within the rubber insert 

track so that the screws become invisible.

STAIRTEC SM 28 A*N Extruded anodised aluminium

Profiles in anodised aluminium  available in Silver (ASN), Gold (AON) or Bronze 

finish (ABN).

To be installed with the anti-slip infill grooved (SMI) or  smooth (SML).

STAIRTEC SMI / SML Rubber anti-slip insert

Synthetic rubber insert – SML for smooth top, SMI for grooved top.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

42x28 SM 28 ASN

42x28 SM 28 AON

Finish*: Silver (ASN), Gold (AON), 
Bronze (ABN)

42x28 SM 28 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

SMI - Grooved version

mm Art. Colours

Material: Resinflex
28 SMI 28 P23 Grey

28 SMI 28 P32 Dark beige

Length: rotoli da 20 m. 28 SMI 28 P51 Black

Width: 28 mm

SML - Smooth version

mm Art. Colours

Material: Resinflex
28 SML 28 P23 Grey

28 SML 28 P32 Dark beige

Length: rotoli da 20 m. 28 SML 28 P51 Black

Width: 28 mm


